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Seat No: ______________                Enrollment No: ____________________ 

PARUL UNIVERSITY 
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY 

M.Tech. Summer 2018 - 19 Examination 
Semester: 2              Date: 10/05/2019 
Subject Code: 203202180           Time: 10:30am To 01:00pm 
Subject Name: Program Elective-3 - Data Preparation and Analysis                  Total Marks: 60 
Instructions:  
1. All questions are compulsory. 
2. Figures to the right indicate full marks.  
3. Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary. 
4. Start new question on new page. 

 
Q.1 A) What is Data Analysis? Describe Necessary Steps for Data Analysis. (05) 

 B) Explain Data Segmentation with example. (05) 
 C) How to Handle Missing Data and Duplicate Data During Data Analysis? (05) 

Q.2 Answer the following questions. (Attempt any three) (Each five mark) (15) 
 A) Write Short-Note on Data Visualization.  
 B)  A candidate rule has been extracted using the associative rule method from following Table: 

           If Exhaustion = None AND 
          Stuffy node =  Severe 
          THEN Diagnosis = cold 

 
    Calculate the support, Confidence, and Lift for this rule. 

 

 C)  Define Mean, Median and  Quartiles with example.  
 D) What is Confidence Interval? How to Measure Confidence Interval for Data Analysis?  

Q.3 A)  Explain Different Scales of Measurement with example. (07) 
 B)  Explain Different Data Transformation Techniques. (08) 
 OR  
 B)  Describe different Hypothesis Assessment method with example. (08) 

Q.4 A)  A company that produces tomato plant fertilizer wishes to make a claim that their fertilizer (X) 
results in taller tomato plants than a competitor product (Y). Under highly controlled conditions, 50 
plants were grown using X and 50 plants grown using Y and the height of the plants were measured. 
The average height of the plants grown with fertilizer X is 0.36 meters with a standard deviation of 
0.035. The average height of the plants grown with fertilizer Y was 0.34 with a standard deviation of 
0.036. Using a 95% confidence limit: 
    a. Specify the null and alternative hypothesis 
    b. Calculate the hypothesis score 
    c. Calculate a p-value 
    d. Determine whether the company can make the claim 

(07) 
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OR 

 

 A) A producer of kettles wishes to assess whether a new supplier of steel (B) results in kettles with 
fewer defects than the existing supplier (A). To test this, the company collects a number of kettles 
generated from both suppliers to examine the kettles for defects. Following Table summarizes the 
counts. Using a 95% confidence limit: 

 
    a. Specify the null and alternative hypothesis 
    b. Calculate the hypothesis score 
    c. Calculate a p-value 
    d. Determine whether the company can make the claim 

(07) 

 B) Describe Clustering using Hierarchical method. (08) 
 
Table: 1 

 

 

 
 
Table:2 

 


